“Throughout my 40 year career, I
have found the Entex Cloth Disc
Filter system to be superior to any
I have worked with. The service is
outstanding and the company has
been very attentive to our needs,
working closely with us to make
our system as user friendly as
possible. I highly recommend the
Entex FlowTex Cloth Disc Filter.”

Lake City, Florida

Hugh K. Van-Skyhawk
Lake City, FL Wastewater Director

A 21st Century Upgrade for Lake City
A system expansion with never before seen effluent
results
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since the recycled water is used
to irrigate farms, subdivisions,
and golf courses where synthetic
nitrogen is typically used in fertilizers. Additional benefits include
protection against chlorine, a
small footprint, ease of operation,
flexible configurations, and the
ability to monitor discharge quality from individual disc segments.

Lake City, FL

Project
Wastewater Retrofit

Start-up Date
2011

Hydraulic Capacity
4 Million GPD

Technology Applied
FlowTex™ Disc Filter

Technological Description
FlowTex™ is a user friendly, high performance, tertiary
filter suitable for both small and large flow applications.
Its design incorporates a fixed disk with a rotating
vacuum head. This outside-to-inside flow ensures that
solids stay trapped within the basin and the stationary
disc offers a visual check for clarity of the effluent. The
suction head is designed to keep from touching the
cloth media.
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This low-cost system can be used in a wide variety of applications and configurations, including
plants with smaller flows or space limitations. Each disc can easily be replaced. The FlowTex filter
system is a complete, factory built pre-fabricated system, shipped to site, ready to be installed.
The Lake City system utilizes one 12-disc FlowTex polyester pile cloth media filter, which provides
added protection against chlorine.
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